
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for an architect senior advisor. We
appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for
the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for architect senior advisor

You will contribute to the design, build /Support of new solution stacks that
are requested by the field as part of the Customer Transformation Support
Digital Cities customer/partner engagement building an in-depth knowledge
of clients' business objectives that can be translated into Digital City business
opportunities
Presentation of Digital Cities vision, strategy, and programs at industry
events, conferences and customer forums
Engage with the key ecosystem partners (SI’s, ISVs, OEM’s) on the
solution/architecture development
For large/key opportunities, provide solution blueprints and pilot architecture
support as an SME
Work with Enterprise and UI architects on defining, designing, establishing,
and growing the iOS platform on which applications are built
Design, define, and support deploying mobile applications in a fast-paced,
dynamic, and creative environment
Build efficient, well-documented code with Swift/Objective C in iOS using
Xcode for proof of concepts/components
Partner with Sr Product & Sr Engineering leadership to convey the needs and
strategy in which the iOS platform should be enhanced and moved forward
Provide Subject Matter Expert (SME) oversight and development support on
future application updates and maintenance
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Motivate and train peers when required
Level of experience on systems including Networking, Unix, Linux and
VMware bases systems
Customer focused and good client relation skills
Contribute to the implementation and refinement of the strategy for the
Application Risk programme both globally and in the region
You will have a minimum of to 5 years experience in information security or
related fields and risk analysis techniques
You will use your strong technical, interpersonal, organizational, written and
verbal communication skills to interact with your internal clients locally and
globally


